
Introduction

Extracting meaningful information from intact 
tissue is becoming evermore critical as researchers 
look for better ways to characterize molecular 
activity of cells in their native microenvironments. 
In life sciences research and pharmaceutical drug 
development, progress often depends on it. In 
translational oncology, understanding cancer in its 
microenvironment is central to identifying disease 
subtype, validating targets, selecting patients for 
trials, characterizing efficacy and response, and 
making correlations with clinical outcome.

inForm® is a patented automated image analysis software package for accurately 
quantifying biomarkers in tissue sections. inForm Cell Analysis™ enables per-cell analysis 
of immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence, and RNA in-situ-hybridization, allowing 
the separation and measurement of weak and spectrally overlapping markers, in single 
and multiplex assays. inForm Tissue Finder™ automates the detection and segmentation 
of specific tissues types using patented trainable algorithms, acting like an expert 
pathologist, finding tissues by recognizing morphological patterns. 

inForm Advanced  
Image Analysis Software  
– For Accurately 
Quantifying Biomarkers  
in Tissue Sections

inForm Advanced Image Analysis

P R O D U C T  N O T E

Key Features

•	 Quantitative	analysis	of	biomarker		
expression	in	tissue	sections	and	TMAs

•	 Separation	of	weakly	expressing	and	
overlapping	markers

•	 Cellular	analysis	of	H&E,	IHC	and	
immunofluorescence	in	fixed	tissues

•	 Automatic	identification	of	specific		
tissue	types	using	trainable	feature	
recognition	algorithms

Pancreatic tissue labeled for vimentin and e-cadherin, with a DAPI counterstain, to assess 
epithelial-mesenchymal-transition in pancreatic cancer.
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inForm Advanced Analysis Software

inForm is available in two packages: inForm Cell 
Analysis and inForm Tissue Finder, designed to  
meet the throughput and workflow needs of 
research pathology and oncology.  

inForm Cell Analysis enables the user to define the biology 
of interest within a tissue section and accurately measure 
or score biomarker expression within cells, nuclei and 
membranes. It is designed for individual research groups or 
small  tissue pathology studies.

inForm Tissue Finder adds exceptional functionality 
to inForm Cell Analysis. It automates detection and 
segmentation of the specific tissues through powerful 
patented pattern recognition algorithms. Automation 
provides consistent reproducible results and enables 
comparative studies of both multiple markers and 
multiple specimens, supporting researchers to make  
faster discoveries of the indicators of disease.

Figure 1.  Examples of inForm utilization.

Quantitation of Ki67-positive Proliferating Hepatocytes in Rabbit 
Liver. van der Loos, et. al. J. Histochem Cytochem, 2012.

Double-positivity scoring and sub-cellular localization of e-cadherin 
and vimentin in pancreatic tissue.

Pixel-based colocalization analysis to quantitate the colocalized 
positivity for two nuclear makers – ER and ki67 in breast cancer tissue. 

Enumeration and area quantitation of pancreatic islets.

 Cell Tissue 
 Analysis Finder
Trainable Tissue Segmentation  x
 – Learn by example interface  x
 – Unique ‘best-in-class’ patented  
   pattern recognition algorithms  x
Image Review / Data Merge  x
 – Interface for rapid review  x
 – Improved data reliability  x
Unmix Images x x
Manual Tissue Segmentation x x
Signal Thresholding x x
Colocalization x x
Cell Segmentation x x
Object Segementation x x
Batch processing x x
Score (only used with Cell Segmentation) x x
Export x x
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inForm Workflows

The new inForm workflows allow you to tailor individual projects using the configure project tool. Users select from multiple 
options depending on the data output being sought. A simple workflow may involve 2 steps: prepare images and export 
whereas others may include: prepare images, manual tissue segmentation, object segmentation and export (as shown in 
Figure 2). 

Prepare images Segment cellsSegment tissue

Score Data export

Figure 3.  Cell analysis workflow: tissue segmentation, cell segmentation, and scoring.

Figure 2.  New project configure dialog.

The Scoring workflow in Figure 3 illustrates how inForm Cell Analysis software was used to quantify per-cell expression, of 
EMT (Epithelial-mesenchymal transition) markers within pancreatic tumor tissue sections. E-cadherin (AlexaFluor 488) was 
spectrally unmixed from vimentin (AlexaFluor 594) and DAPI in the presence of tissue autofluorescence to produce pure 
images suitable for quantitation. Areas of tumor were then defined using tissue segmentation before the tumor cells were 
phenotyped by measuring the co-expression of vimentin and e-cadherin using cell segmentation. 
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Prepare images

Batch Image review/data merge Exported data

Segment tissue: training Segment tissue: automated

Figure 4.  Tissue Analysis Workflow: Automated tissue segmentation; batch processing; image review and merge; data review; and statistical calculations for the 
outcome of the experiment. 
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T-Tests p-value
Neg. control vs. Untreated: 0.00019

Neg. control vs. Treated: 0.00088

Untreated vs. Treated: 0.00098

The Tissue Analysis workflow in Figure 4 illustrates how inForm Tissue Finder software was used to accurately determine the 
percentage area of different tissues and structures in tissue sections, using a fibrosis in lung tissue as an example. Fifty-two 
tissue sections of rat lung divided into three groups (undamaged controls, n=8; damaged and untreated, n=7; and damaged and 
treated, n=11) were stained with Masson’s trichrome and scanned at 4x using Vectra to generate a color image of each slide. 

The software was user-trained to automatically segment each image into fibrosis (red), normal lung (blue), normal structural 
tissue (green), and background (yellow). Training was performed using three to four samples from each category and took 
approximately 20 minutes. Images from all slides were then segmented, reviewed, merged and exported for further analysis using 
inForm’s convenient batch processing review and merge interface, and this data was merged into a single data set for analysis in 
Microsoft® Excel®. The amount of fibrosis in each group was then compared. The graph at right in Figure 3 shows the amount 
and standard deviation for each group, and under that the t-tests comparing the groups. The goal of the study was to determine 
whether treatment reduced the amount of damage to the lungs, and obtaining quantitative area data from the slides enabled an 
objective comparison among groups, which showed a much greater statistical significance than through visual inspection.
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inForm Functionality

Trainable tissue segmentation

inForm Tissue Finder’s pattern recognition 
algorithms enable users to teach the software 
to automatically perform image analysis steps 
which would otherwise have to be drawn 
manually, saving significant time. Hundreds 
or thousands of images can be analysed and 
batched at a time.

The tissue in figure 5 was stained for PR 
(DAB) with a hematoxylin counterstain. Red 
and green user-defined regions were used 
to teach the software to identify regions of 
interest; tumor  regions (red) and stroma 
(green). Following training, multiple images 
were batch processed and further segmented 
at the cellular and sub-cellular levels. The 
extracted data was then analysed on a per-
cell basis.

Quantification

inForm TissueFinder’s machine-learning-based 
algorithms enable the accurate quantification 
of labels and stains within tissues removing the 
need for visual inspection and interpretation. 
Figure 6 illustrates the trainable segmentation 
and quantification function within inForm.

Multiplexing

Tissue sections stained with conventional 
dyes (H&E or Masson’s stain), immuno-
histochemical (IHC) stains (e.g., DAB or  
Vector Red) or immunofluorescent (IF)  
labels (e.g., AlexaFluor® dyes or QDots™)  
can be analyzed using inForm. 

The powerful combination of inForm 
with PerkinElmer’s multispectral imaging 
technology enables tissue-based per-cell and 
per-cell-compartment cytometric analysis and 
reliable quantification of multiple markers 
apart from autofluorescence in objects, tissue 
regions or cells. Flow-cytometry-like data 
can be extracted and displayed in FACS plots 
while preserving morphological context.

Labeled breast tissue in Figure 7 was 
segmented and per-cell data extracted for 
each of the labels in the 3D scatter plot.
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Figure 5.  Segment difficult-to-detect regions:  Automatically segment a broad range of previously 
hard-to-detect objects or tissue regions, such as tumor, stroma, fibrosis, inflammation, necrosis, 
granuloma, vessels, or necrosis.

Figure 6.  inForm Tissue Finder automatically segments and quantitates hard-to-discern liver 
granulomas in conventional H&E stained tissue sections, avoiding the need for a costly and 
time-consuming IHC step, improving quantitative accuracy and reducing the time spent at 
visual assessment.

Figure 7.  inForm analysis applied to immunofluorescent tissue section labeled for ER, PR and 
HER2, and counterstained with DAPI. Data extracted from segmented images can be exported  
to generate flow-cytometry-like 3D scatter plots.
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inForm in Action

“The new inForm Cell Analysis and Tissue Finder 
adds further user-friendly tools to PerkinElmer’s 
powerful multispectral imaging technology, 
making it easier to collect sensitive and repro- 
ducible molecular information from FFPE 
samples. In particular, the visual scoring tools, 
which are fast and easy to use, enable us to more 
quickly arrive at robust thresholds for performing 
single and double-positivity assessments”. 

“The most recent version of inForm will 
enhance two of the most impactful criteria  
for my projects; time and accuracy. Flexible 
tools are ideal in a multi-user facility, and the 
newest additions to inForm add to its utility 
and ease of use”.

“I used the inForm software in a recent study for the 
quantification of proliferating hepatocytes; inForm 
was easily trained to segment tissue into different 
categories based on staining and texture (hepato-
cytes, sinusoidal space, and portal tracts). inForm  
is a very powerful tool for the analysis of data gained 
from multispectral images; these two techniques 
work incredibly well in unison to provide an 
excellent solution for per cell quantitative analysis  
of multiple markers in tissues”.

Peter Gann, M.D., Sc.D., Director  
Division of Pathology Research University  
of Illinois at Chicago

Mark Lloyd, M.S., Staff Scientist  
Analytical Microscopy Moffitt  
Cancer Center

Chris M. van der Loos, Ph.D. 
Department of Pathology Academic Medical Center  
Netherlands

  inForm Specifications 
Image formats Monochrome or color images (JPEG, single-layer TIFF, BMP, PNG), PerkinElmer  
 Multispectral Images (.im3, .im4)
Maximum number of markers Extract as many signals per cells as there are spectrally unmixed  
 components (1 marker for RGB images and up to 10 for MSI data)
Maximum number of images per training set  Typically 20 (for 32 bit) or 400 (for 64 bit)
Maximum number of images per batch set  Unlimited
PC requirements Microsoft® Windows® 7, 64 bit with 8GB RAM (minimum: Microsoft®  

 Windows® XP or Microsoft® Windows® 7 32 bit with 2GB RAM)
Training processing speed Seconds per each image in the training set

Batch processing speed Multiple images per minute, typical

PerkinElmer’s Tissue Imaging Portfolio (Trio, Nuance, Vectra, inForm)

TRIO™ provides quick, 
simple and affordable 
microscopy imaging  
in both brightfield  
and fluorescence.

Nuance™ multispectral imaging 
systems for quantitative, multiple-
marker analysis in immuno-
histochemistry and immuno- 
fluorescence microscopy.

Vectra™ slide analysis system for automated 
high-throughput slide imaging and analysis, 
the world’s only multispectral fluorescence- 
and brightfield-capable system.

inForm® is a patented automated 
image analysis software package for 
accurately quantifying biomarkers 
in tissue sections and is used in 
research pathology with a view to 
translating into the clinic. 


